S1000

Technical Data
S1000
Technical description:
The Arm is driven by a V-belt via a frequency regulated gearmotor, the speed of the motor can be regulated between 5 and 15 rpm.
S1000 AUTO has an integrated seaming system (ISS) seaming and cutting the film. The ISS system can be placed beside the roller/chain
conveyor for bottom-top-bottom operation, or it can be placed on a topclamp for top-bottom-top operation.
Pallet Size:
length: 1200mm
Width: 800mm
Height: 2000mm

Automatic Stretch Wrapping
Machine

Capacity:
50 pallets per hour, depending on wrapping pattern
Stretch Film:
All known types of stretch film on machine reels.
Core diameter 76 mm ( standard ) max film roll weight is 32 kg
Film width 500mm ( standard )
Recommended film type;
15-23 micron film
Construction:
Robust sectional and welded steel plate construction
Option for galvanized
Machine Weight:
Approx 1600kg
Power Supply:
3 x 400 V/50 Hz/N/PE
Overall motor output		
Overall power consumption
Air supply min. 6 Bar

1,9kw
16A CEE

Control System:
Siemens S7 1200 PLC
Programmable Options:
Adust the number of bottom wraps, top wraps and middle wraps
Adjust stretch film tension
Adjust film carriage speed (separate up/down)
Adjust pre-stretch amount, 0-350% (optional)
Manual operation of swing arm
Manual operation of film carriage
Manual operation of film holder system
Manual operation of the conveying system
Two pallet counters. One total, one that can be reset
Options:
Extended pallet wrapping height (standard 2300mm)
Other pallet sizes upon request (standard 800x1200mm)
Galvanized/stainless finish
Number of wrapping programs
Expanded controller to manage full wrapping/logistic lines
Controller components
Topclamp
Motorized pre-stretch system, standard 200%. Available in 150%, 250% and 320% as an option.

THE PERFECT CHOICE !
- The Right Solution!
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S1000
SUITABLE FOR ALL INDUSTRIES!
If quality, stability, reliability and speed are required, then Reo-Pack automatic stretch wrappers are the ideal
solution!
With more than 25 years experience of pallet wrapping in different industries worldwide, Reo-Pack fully automatic
stretch wrapping lines have proven reliability and functionality.

Danish Design and Production without Compromising Quality!
We have designed and produced automatic stretch wrappers at our factory in Mariager, Denmark, with a focus on
low running costs. As in other REO-PACK stretch wrappers, all components in the S1000 machine are selected for
their robustness and serviceability. The S1000 comes in a “REO-PACK standard” equipped version; which can be
adapted to a customer speciﬁc speciﬁcation for the PLC, motors, etc. REO-PACK utilizes only the latest production
methods during manufacturing. Quality components like Nordgear, Siemens and INA speak for themselves.

THE RIGHT INVESTMENT!
Tailor-made to each customer’s requirements
Medium capacity, up yo 50 pallets/hour
Robust construction with best quality standard components
Works without rotating the pallet which reduces risk damage of product
Low maintenance costs
Easy service access
Stepless adjustment of film tension
Stepless adjustment of film overlay
Runs all standard types of film
Siemens S7 1200 PLC is standard, other types on request
All motors can be operated manually
Safe signal exchange with other control units

Flexible...
The S1000 is a swing arm stretch wrapper for medium capacity. The design means that the pallet is stationary during
wrapping and the swing arm rotates around the pallet carrying the stretch ﬁlm. With its advanced stretch ﬁlm monitoring system, the S1000 is able to wrap the most demanding products at high speed.
Apart from being fast, the S1000 sets new standards of versatility. The S1000 is available in two variants: S1000
and S1000ISS. ISS stands for Integrated Seaming System, and is a unique ‘no product contact’ way of seaming the
stretchﬁlm which guarantees a perfect seam and no stretch ﬁlm “tail”.
The S1000ISS can start to wrap at the bottom of the pallet or by using a topclamp, at the top of the pallet.
The S1000 starts to wrap at the bottom of the pallet, rises to the top of the pallet and then back down to ﬁnish wrapping at the bottom of the pallet. The S1000, combined with R2000 automatic topsheet dispenser can wrap pallets
both dustproof and splashproof.

TAILOR-MADE TO YOUR NEEDS!
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